Abstract
Introduction
Human communication is inherently multimodal [1] . Speech and gesture function as an integrated whole, no part of which may be fully understood in isolation. Although gesture may be considered broadly to include hand, head, eye, and posture, we shall consider only hand gesture in this paper. The hand is the ultimate 'multi-purpose tool'. It may be used for all manner of pragmatic manipulation tasks as well as in communicative gesticulation. One may therefore think of two kinds of interfaces that involve hand use -manipulative systems (that include navigation and di- * This research has been supported by the U.S. NSF STIMULATE program (IRI-9618887), Gesture, Speech, and Gaze in Discourse Segmentation, the NSF KDI program (BCS-9980054), Cross-Modal Analysis of Signal Sense: Multimedia Corpora and Tools for Gesture, Speech, and Gaze Research, and the NSF ITR program (ITR-0219875), Beyond the Talking Head and Animated Icon: Behaviorally Situated Avatars for Tutoring. The Authors also thank Travis Rose for editing help rect manipulation with or without an intermediary devicelike a mouse), and communicative ones. Manipulative hand uses have been investigated for such applications as robot and appliance control [2, 6] . In natural communication, the majority of hand gestures produced by speakers are meaningfully connected to speech [10] . We contend that before one considers the application of gesture and speech to multimodal interaction, one needs to understand the underlying relation between these modalities. To develop multimodal interfaces, one needs to understand the constraints underlying human communicative gesticulation and the kinds of features one may compute based on these underlying human characteristics.
In related work on detecting and representing motion oscillation and symmetry, there are model based approaches [5, 3] ; Fourier analysis based approaches [12, 8] ; nonFourier based approaches [4, 16] . The challenge of oscillation and symmetry detection in hand motion in natural conversation is that motion trajectory extracted from video tends to be noisy. For oscillation detection, the hand trajectory signal is a non-stationary signal with instantaneous frequencies. At a given time point there may be several frequencies and the duration of the oscillation may be very short.Windowed Fourier transform based approaches due to windowed Fourier atoms have a fixed scale and thus cannot follow the instantaneous frequency of rapidly varying events [9] . While one might check a self-similarity measure between motion frames for detecting regular periodic motion, trying to determine motion oscillation from nonrepetitive motion poses a significant challenge. This is even more the case when our goal is the detection of these oscillations in the kind of idiosyncratic gestures that accompany speech. One could not, for example, train a system to recognize a specific oscillatory motion performed generally in the same way, by the same subject. Symmetric gestures involve two hand trajectory signals in the same time points, one could not extract them by detecting periodic or cyclic motion of one signal in different time points.
In this paper, we present our windowed correlation coefficient approach in gestural symmetry extraction and a wavelet based approach in gestural oscillation extraction in natural speech and their applications in the analysis of the discourse structure of subject describing her action plan to demonstrate the potential of oscillatory and symmetry gestures as the 'material carrier' of the discourse content [17] .
Hand Motion Trajectory Signal Extraction
The hand motion trajectories of our subject are obtained using a parallel algorithm. The Vector Coherence Mapping (VCM) algorithm [14] is able to exploit spatial and momentum coherence and color constraints using a fuzzy image integration approach. The parallel nature of the algorithm, and its robustness to motion blur and noise contribute to its effectiveness in gestural motion tracking. The algorithm has been applied to extract hand motion out of very long video sequences, some in excess of 22,000 frames of video. This averaging effect gives a smooth motion field that is temporally accurate (i.e. no oversmoothing across frames to degrade temporal resolution). Tracking errors are fixed manually. The VCM algorithm is our lab's previous work. We apply this algorithm to extract hand motion trajectory signals for all our datasets.
Symmetric Gesture Detection
The correlation coefficients of two signals contain information of the co-movement of the signals (whether they are moving together-positive correlation, in opposite directions -negative correlation, or not correlated -low absolute correlation score). They can be employed to characterize hand motion symmetric gestures.
If s l and s r are the left and right hand trajectories respectively we can compute correlation coefficient of signals as:
where s l and s r are the mean values of s l and s r respectively, and f denotes the frame number and v denotes the positional value (if v is the x value of the hand position, we are computing lateral symmetry).
Equation 1 yields the global property between left hand signal and right hand signal. To obtain local symmetry information, we employ a windowing approach:
where W is the selected window, and denotes convolution. So we can get the local symmetric property of a signal with a suitable window by following equation: The only unknown that needs to be specified for Equation 3 is the window size. This is critical since too large a window will lead to oversmoothing and temporal inaccuracies of the detected symmetries. Too small a window will lead to instability and susceptibility to noise. We chose a window size of 1 sec. (30 frames). This gave us reasonable noise immunity for our data while maintaining temporal resolution.
Gestural Oscillation Detection
Gestural oscillations are frequency properties of hand motion signals. The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) can be used to analyze time series that contain nonstationary power at many different frequencies. We employ CWT to process hand motion trajectory signals.
Continuous Wavelet Transform
For a wavelet function ψ(t), a family of time-frequency atoms is obtained by scaling ψ by a and translating by u:
Suppose s(t) is the hand motion trajectory signal. One dimensional CWT [15] 
which projects a signal s(t) onto all scaled and translated versions of a single wavelet function, ψ(t). The wavelet coefficient, W s(u, a), is defined on a twodimensional time-scale domain and interpreted as giving a measure of the time evolution of frequency content in the signal. Since we were ultimately interested in processing hand gestural data, in this paper Morlet wavelet is employed. The Morlet wavelet is defined [7] 
This wavelet is constructed from a Gaussian operator convolved with a sinusoid. It is a band-pass filter centered around frequency 5/(2πa) with a bandwidth of 1/a.
Wavelet Ridge Extraction
The square modulus of a wavelet transform(scalogram) defines a local time-frequency energy density P w s, which measures the energy of s(t) in the Heisenberg box of each wavelet ψ u,a centered at
The scalogram can be normalized with wavelet scale a, 
It is possible for multiple ridge points to occur at the position u. With center frequency, we can relate wavelet scale a and frequency f . We can use wavelet ridges to characterize instantaneous frequencies of non-stationary signals. With the frequency property of hand motion trajectory signals, we can obtain hand motion oscillatory gestures.
Experiments and Applications in Natural Conversations

Experimental Setup
We performed our approach on a real video dateset. The dataset captured a subject describing an action plan to an interlocutor [13] . Subjects and interlocutors were recruited together to avoid stranger-effects. The subject was made privy to a plan to go to the town of Arlee and rendezvous with local collaborators to capture a family of intelligent wombats that have inhabited the town theater. The general plan is to encircle the wombats, capture them, and send them back to Australia. The subject is instructed to convey the plan to her interlocutor and to work out the details of the endeavor. Neither is told that gestures are being observedonly that we are studying plan conveyance. This dataset is captured in synchronized stereo with calibrated cameras so that we can obtain the 3D motion trajectories of the hands. It comprised 4669 frames (155.8 secs) of video. 
Figure 2. detected X symmetry segments
We perform a detailed linguistic text transcription of the discourse that includes the presence of breath and other pauses, disfluencies and interactions between the speakers. We employ the Grosz 'purpose hierarchy' method [11] to obtain a discourse segmentation, and an alternate syntaxbased analysis to find sentence breaks. We also analyze the speech data using the Praat phonetics analysis tool [1] to time tag the beginning of every word in the utterance and the time index of the start and end of every unit in the purpose hierarchy. This gives us a set of time indices of where semantic breaks are expected. We compared the start and end of each run of oscillation and symmetry to the Grosz purpose hierarchy-based analysis of the discourse text. The motivation is that changes in oscillations and symmetries would be evidence of transition of mental imagery manifest in the gesticulation. We would expect the oscillatory and symmetry transitions to correspond to discourse shifts. Figure 1 shows hand motion signals and the correlation coefficients of the subject's hands along x, y and z dimensions. In figure 1 there are six plots. From top to bottom they are x dimensional motion signals of both hands, x dimensional correlation coefficients, y dimensional motion signals of both hands, y dimensional correlation coefficients, z dimensional motion signals of both hands, z dimensional correlation coefficients. With these correlation coefficients, we obtain hand motion symmetric gestures.
Results for Symmetric Gestures and Analysis
We relate the symmetric gestures to speech phases in the conversation, so that the results can be used in mulimodal discourse analysis. Figures 2 lists the for the x correlations. For each segment, the table lists the beginning and end times, the duration, the correlation coefficient, the time between the segment from the previous one, and the words spoken by the subject and comments. The words cotemporal with each segment are marked by square brackets. In the same way, Figures 3 and 4 list the symmetry segments for the y and z correlations. We introduce an important concept that is becoming evident in our analysis of these symmetry data: that of directional dominance. We noticed that the symmetry coefficients along different axes were more chaotic for some runs as compared with others. For example, in a particular discourse region, we have a run of positive correlations in x but not in y, and in other discourse regions, the reverse is the case. Upon investigation of the discourse video, we noticed that at these junctures, we perceived the speakers gestures to be dominantly symmetrical in the direction indicated by the coherent correlations. There are, nonetheless, equally strong correlations (in terms of absolute correlation value) in the more fragmented dimension. The reason is that while the speaker intends a particular symmetry (say moving the hands outward laterally in an opening gesture), the biometrics of arm movement dictate some collateral symmetry in the y and z dimensions as well. In this case, the absolute distance traversed in x dominates the y and z movements. We cannot simply filter out small movements since some motion symmetries are intentionally small. We can, however, detect the dominant direction in a symmetric run in terms of the relative total traversals and select the corresponding symmetries as the true ones.
In the x symmetry data, there were 49 runs of symmetries. Of these, 10 occurred during the interlocutor's turn where the subject clearly pantomimed her interlocutor, most likely to show interest and assent or no speaking. This leaves 39 detected symmetry runs cotemporal with the subject's speech. In the y symmetry data, 46 runs were extracted. Of these one was erroneous owing to occlusion of the hands in the video, and 17 took place during the interlocutor's turn or no speaking. This leaves 29 detected y-symmetry runs accompanying speech. In the z symmetry data, 31 runs were extracted. Of Those, 10 occurred during the interlocutor's turn where the subject clearly pantomimed her interlocutor, most likely to show interest and assent or no speaking. This leaves 21 detected symmetry runs cotemporal with the subject's speech. Taking the superset of these segmentations (i.e. if a y segment contains x and z segment, we take the longer segment, and vice versa), we have the following segmentations:
1 "okay what we need to do", 2 "we'll be getting off at the right", 3 "so we're coming from this direction", 4 "past this to the station", 5 "there are wombats in the theater [breath] and we have wombats, they're intelligent wombats", 6 "so we have to scare them out", 7 "go go through the front", 8 "scare em(them) to the back [breath] catch them and send em(them) back to Australia", 9 "
[breath] we need to figure out", 10 "and who needs to do what", 11 1-loud noises bell maybe attached", 12 "I think in the main floor", 13 "um I don't know I don't think so", 14 "send em(them) all away".
Results for Gestural Oscillations and Analysis
Applying our wavelet based instantaneous frequency detection algorithm, we can obtain oscillation ridge traces for the corresponding hand motion trajectory signals. Figure 5 shows the oscillatory ridge traces for the x dimension of the left hand motion trajectory signal. The horizontal dimension of the graph is time in seconds. The top of the figure shows the hand motion trace, and the bottom of the figure shows the extracted oscillatory ridge traces. In the same way, we can obtain the results for other dimensions of left hand motion and for right hand motion.
We relate these hand motion oscillatory gestures with speech in the conversation, so that the results can be used in multimodal discourse. Figure 6 tabulates the x dimen- The table shows the number, beginning time, duration, and estimated number of oscillation cycles, the frequency at the point of highest wavelet response, f Rmax (peak point of the ridge in time-frequency space), and the words spoken by the subject within the ridge duration. The number of cycles is estimated from f Rmax and the ridge duration. Figure 7 and Figure 8 are corresponding y and z dimension results for the left hand. Figure 9 , Figure 10 , and Figure 11 are the corresponding x, y and z dimension results of the right hand.
In the left hand oscillation data, there were 11 runs of oscillations in x dimension. of these, 4 occurred during the interlocutor's turn where the subject clearly pantomimed her interlocutor, most likely to show interest and assent or no speaking. This leaves 7 detected oscillation runs cotemporal with the subject's speech. In the y dimension, 18 runs were extracted. Of these 5 took place during the interlocutor's turn or no speaking. This leaves 13 detected y-dimensional oscillation runs accompanying speech. In the z oscillation data, 10 runs were extracted. Of Those, 5 occurred during the interlocutor's turn or no speaking. This leaves 5 detected oscillation runs cotemporal with the subject's speech. In the right hand oscillation data, there were 26 runs of os- 
Figure 9. x dimensional right hand oscillation
cillations in x dimension. of these, 3 occurred during the interlocutor's turn or no speaking. This leaves 23 detected oscillation runs cotemporal with the subject's speech. In the y dimension, 29 runs were extracted. Of these 9 took place during the interlocutor's turn or no speaking. This leaves 20 detected y-dimensional oscillation runs accompanying speech. In the z oscillation data, 25 runs were extracted. Of Those, 4 occurred during the interlocutor's turn or no speaking. This leaves 21 detected oscillation runs cotemporal with the subject's speech. For the left hand, combining x, y, and z oscillations, we have a total of 25 runs of oscillations and we can relate them to 15 discourse phases. This gives 45 opportunities for finding discourse transitions. The purpose hierarchy yielded 5 level 1 discourse segments, 8 level 2 segments, 8 level 3 segments, and 2 level 4 segments. Of the 25 oscillation run starts and ends, 21 coincided with purpose hierarchy discourse unit transitions. Of these, 10 transitions coincided with x oscillation terminals, 9 transitions coincided with y oscillation terminals, and 2 transitions coincided with z oscillation terminals. Note that it is possible for three terminals to detect the same transition (i.e. if x, y, and z oscillations detect the same transition or when the end one oscillation run coincides with the end of a discourse segment, and the next oscillation run begins with the next discourse hierarchy segment. For the right hand, combining x, y, and z oscillations, we have a total of 63 runs of oscillations and we can relate them to 52 discourse phases. This gives 104 opportunities for finding discourse transitions. The purpose hierarchy yielded 6 level 1 discourse segments, 16 level 2 segments, 15 level 3 segments, and 15 level 4 segments. Of the 63 oscillation run starts and ends, 55 coincided with pur-through the station through the yard we're in (meeting?) the assistants in house thirty three and that's it 
Conclusion
Gesture and speech are part of a single human language system. They are co-expressive and complementary channels in the act of speaking. This paper addresses the computational aspects of detecting hand motion oscillatory and symmetric gestures in natural speech. We have presented our windowed correlation coefficient approach in gestural symmetry extraction and CWT based extraction of oscillatory gestures. The hand motion trajectory signals were extracted from real video in natural speech. We related oscillatory and symmetric gestures to phases of speech and applied them into multimodal discourse analysis.
